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People who discuss the Kentucky-American (KAW)/Louisville Water Company 
(LWC) proposals tell us that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

BUT 

1 .  

Timing is critical because we will need additional water for the 20 10 Equestrian 
Games and KAW is fat- ahead. 
'The high cost of purchasing water from Louisville makes the Louisville proposal more 
expense. 
I<entucky-American has done the planning and Louisville has not. 
The Bluegrass Water Supply Consortium has endorsed the Kentucky-American 
proposal. 

Kentucky-American believes that it can finish its project in time for the Equestrian 
Games in 201 0. Louisville Water believes it can temporarily pipe water through 
Frankfort and thus can accommodate our needs for water for the Games as well. But 
let's face it. Nobody knows whether either of these claims is valid. 

The fact is that almost all very large projects like these turn out to be more costly and 
take more time than first anticipated. This is because large projects face huge 
numbers of uncertainties that cannot be determined until well into the actual 
implementation phase. Some major, potential delays can occur due to funding, 
historic. sites, wetlands, endangered species, right-of-ways and engineering issues. 
Thus neither project is immune from delays or cost overruns. 

In addition, here is what one water expert says: 
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2. The spreadsheet below demonstrates that, even though acquiring raw, untreated water 
from the Kentucky River costs less than purchasing treated water from Louisville, the 
cost of building a new $ 1  60 million treatment plant with a $6 million per year 
operating cost, appears to make the LWC proposal more attractive than that of KAW. 

3. Kentucky-American has been working on an alternative source of water for years. 
After there was so much dissent and opposition to the present KAW plan, Louisville 
Water put together a proposal. And while Louisville has a great deal of planning to 
do yet, we should not rush to judgment, hut instead, allow more time to explore 
Louisville‘s plan that could save Lexington water customers millions of dollars over the 
next 25 years. 

4. All of the other members of the Bluegrass Water Supply Consortium (BWSC) are small 
water customers, whereas Lexington is different. While the KAW proposal might be 
best for these smaller cities, it may well be a different story for Lexington. 

Yet, serious concerns and outright opposition to the IWW proposal have erupted even 
before PSC action. The few I know of have already come from Representative Charlie 
Hoffman, former Governor Julian Carroll, the Franklin County Fiscal Court, Frankfort 
Mayor Bill May, Electric and Water Plant Board of the City of Frankfort, the 
FrankfotVFranklin County Planning Commission, the city of Simpsonville, the Spencer 
County Fiscal Court, Envision Franklin County, the Board of Commissioners of the 
1J.S. 60 Water District of Shelby and Franklin Counties and Elizabeth C. Felgendreher 
of Holly Oak Farm in Midway. 

One person who is expert on the Bluegrass Water Supply Commission, and was a 
liaison to the Commission, had this to say as late as October, 2007 about the 
Louisville Water proposal and BWSC‘s rush to endorse KAW: 

“This [the Louisville Water Proposau is by far the most responsive information 
that R WSC or anyone else has seen. How can B WSC be in support of KA W at 
PSC when we have never seen an-y terms and conditions for a water purchase 
agreement or equity agreement? The L WC proposal addresses timepame, costs, 
construction phasing, price adjuslments, reserve capacity, and ownership I B WSC 
has been waiting for over fwo years to see a proposal si~ch as this from KA W. 
Hmen’t seen anything yet! Rut now that someone places a legitimate contract on 
the table, klA W runs to bi-ing not one but two attorneys to meet with B WSC and 
quickly haminer out sonie details of an agreement. ’’ 

So I urge you to reject the Kentucky-American proposal and to ask them to 
come back with a more cost effective proposal. Incidentally, I just heard today 
that the cost of the KAW treaiment plant and lines is now estimated to be even 
more expensive than the original $1 60 million estimate. 



- Kentucky-American Scenario 25 yrs 
Treatment Plant 

Present Value@6% 
160,000,006 

Treatment Plant Operations * 
Allowed Profit 
Total 25 yr cost for the Kentucky-American 
Scenario -. 

* Plant operations cast starts at $6 millionlyear and increases by 2.5% 
each year. 

106,000,000 
24,000,000 

290,000,000 

-- 

** The quantity of purchased water starts at 6mgd in year 1 and increases 
to 12.75mgd in year 8 a t  $1.71 per 1,000 gallons 

Louisville Water Company Scenario 25 yrs 
Pipeline to Shelbyville 
Water wrchase vrs 1-8 ** 

*** The quantity of purchased water starts at 13.3mgd@ $1.78 per 1,000 
gallons in year 9 and increases to 22mgd@ $3.33 in year 25 

Present Value@6% 
88,000,000 
43,800,000 

~-~ 


